Evaluation of the population heterogeneity of TBEV laboratory variants using high-throughput sequencing.
We studied minor variants within two tick-borne encephalitis virus (TBEV) populations with a common ancestor: the mouse brain-adapted variant EK-328c and the tick-adapted variant M. High-throughput sequencing with custom amplicons from RT-PCR viral RNA was performed on Illumina MiSeq 2*250 paired-end v2 chemistry. Using the LowFreq program (default settings) and Sanger-sequenced consensus as a reference, variants with an abundance of 1 % and above within the studied populations were identified. Using the obtained data in the context of our previous studies, we concluded that TBEV variants, which are different from the major population phenotype and can become a major part of the viral population under favourable environmental conditions, can exist at abundances of less than 1 % in the long-term. The comparison of our data with the literature allowed us to conclude that the laboratory variant EK-328c and variant M have similar SNV counts to TBEV variants from natural populations and some fast-evolving RNA viruses.